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Input on Climate Change National Response Green Paper
Ekasi Development Projects is a registered not for profit organisation which focuses on skills development and education of young people in South Africa. One of our main objectives is to ensure is to our local communities are aware of issues around protecting our environment. We have been involved in different awareness campaigns in our local schools. We would like to reach many schools in our township but we cannot because of resources. So we request community private sector to come on board.
As Ekasi we believe that there is a need for government to have a campaign that informs the people about Climate Change. For example SABC have a huge role to play in this regard.The South African Weather Service need to come up with a good communication strategy to inform the community about weather reports especially floods and tornados.This will ensure that rural community is well aware of any disaster coming.We therefore we the following channels of communications:Radio,Television,Newspapers,SMSes, and social networks like Facebook and Mxit. 
Housing Planning
We have noticed many houses especially in Soweto have been flooded with water and we think that there was a poor planning by municipality. You cannot built houses next to the river or dam.This is the case in Orlando West Soweto and Alexandra.We are also aware that there is an issue of informal settlement were people build shacks without the approval of the local authorities.In this regards we would like to encourage local authorities to be tough with by law enforcement.One of our worry as Ekasi is the issue of by law enforcement by municipalities You don’t know whether there is a lack of capacity to deal with enforcement.
We recommend that provincial Environment departments should employ young people through Expanded Public Works Programme EPWP to assist.
Transport and Road Contruction
Rea vaya BRT project have also caused floods in Soweto especially in Orlando.They have not done proper drainage systems when contruction the roads. Some of the road constructions have disturbed the Wetlands. Since we are hosting the Climate Change in December we hope that Durban will come out with innovative transport service that is environmental friendly like delegates electric cars .We need to lead by example. I understand that the current electric project in Cape Town is struggle with funding and we strongly believe that government should parastatals like IDC should come on board to assist .The government need to focus on reconstruction of rail routes rather than roads. People in living in suburbs need to be encouraged to use scoters and bikes.

Disaster Management 
We need a disaster management teams that have the capacity to deal with major flooding and this again have to do with good planning in all provinces. We know that there will be challenges of funding. We have noticed that they struggled during floods period.
Local and International Funding
We believe that South African companies should be encouraged to support climate change disaster. The government need to create an environment that allows business to invest in Climate change disasters. More social co-operate investment in needed ugently.
Food and Agriculture
We are concerned about the statement by Minister of agriculture that there will be no funding to farmers affected by floods. We feel that this will affect the poor communities because this will result in increase in food prices. We propose a stand by funding for affected farmers. This is very dangerous because we feel it can lead to food shortage.
Adaptation
We feel that there is a need for enhance information cost effectiveness of adaptation measures so that actions can be done based on solid knowledge. Adaptation is a very crucial because it affects business operations and the market. 
Renewable energy
Companies like Eskom, Sasol and mines need to reduce their emission so that we can have a protected environment. Government should come up with strict laws in order to reduce climate change and global warming. We fully support up and coming renewable project in Northern Cape which will create many jobs. The government should support these kinds of initiatives because they are sustainable.

Recommendations
Companies that are not reducing their emission should get heavy penalties and fines. There must be enough environmental inspectors to enforce the environmental laws. We must set up a Climate Change Fund that will assist victims of climate change especially rural schools. Strengthen private and public sector partnership especially in rural areas. More government funding support for affected farmers. There must be an introduction of topics in schools that relates to climate change and global warming. Libraries must also have relevant books The department must empower rural people and chiefs about climate change. More bigger dams must be built to accommodate more rains in the near future. Upgrading of sewerage system drainages and roads.
We support Carbon tax and we believe it will help to reduce carbon emission. 
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